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Global Motion Processing in Human Visual Cortical Areas
V2 and V3
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Global motion perception entails the ability to extract the central direction tendency from an extended area of visual space containing
widely disparate local directions. A substantial body of evidence suggests that local motion signals generated in primary visual cortex
(V1) are spatially integrated to provide perception of global motion, beginning in the middle temporal area (MT) in macaques and its
counterpart in humans, hMT. However, V2 and V3 also contain motion-sensitive neurons that have larger receptive fields than those
found in V1, giving the potential for spatial integration of motion signals. Despite this, V2 and V3 have been overlooked as sites of global
motion processing. To test, free of local-global confounds, whether human V2 and V3 are important for encoding global motion, we
developed a visual stimulus that yields a global direction yet includes all possible local directions and is perfectly balanced at the local
motion level. We then attempted to decode global motion direction in such stimuli with multivariate pattern classification of fMRI data.
We found strong sensitivity to global motion in hMT, as expected, and also in several higher visual areas known to encode optic flow.
Crucially, we found that global motion direction could be decoded in human V2 and, particularly, in V3. The results suggest the surprising
conclusion that global motion processing is a key function of cortical visual areas V2 and V3. A possible purpose is to provide global
motion signals to V6.
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Introduction
Motion within the visual image is initially detected locally by
neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) that have small receptive
fields. To perceive coherent movement of larger regions within
the image, it is necessary to integrate local motion signals over
space. The ability to do this is central both to perceiving rigid
motion of large objects and to perceiving the overall trend in large
nonrigid motions such as the direction of flow of a river or a flock
of birds. Spatial integration of local motion signals also provides

the basis for sensitivity to optic flow patterns that are used for
perception of self-motion. Psychophysical studies show that we
are able to integrate motion signals over space and extract the
overall direction of motion efficiently even when the local signals
are very disparate or noisy (Williams and Sekuler, 1984; New-
some and Paré, 1988).

Many studies in both humans and nonhuman primates sug-
gest that spatial integration of motion signals occurs in area MT,
which receives strong, direct input from V1. In macaques, most
MT neurons are direction sensitive (Zeki, 1974), suggesting spe-
cialization for motion, and receptive fields are larger than in V1,
suggesting spatial integration of V1 inputs. Direct evidence for
the involvement of macaque MT in global motion perception
comes from the finding that lesions of MT impair global motion
perception with noisy stimuli (Pasternak and Merigan, 1994) and
that microstimulation of MT can bias perceptual judgements of
global motion direction (Salzman et al., 1992). Neuroimaging
studies suggest that human MT (hMT) may be broadly homolo-
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Significance Statement

Humans can readily detect the overall direction of movement in a flock of birds despite large differences in the directions of
individual birds at a given moment. This ability to combine disparate motion signals across space underlies many aspects of visual
motion perception and has therefore received considerable research attention. The received wisdom is that spatial integration of
motion signals occurs in the cortical motion complex MT� in both human and nonhuman primates. We show here that areas V2
and V3 in humans are also able to perform this function. We suggest that different cortical areas integrate motion signals in
different ways for different purposes.
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gous with macaque MT, being the first area in the processing
hierarchy that is specialized for motion processing. Specifically, it
is thought that hMT may be a key site for spatial integration of
local motion direction signals, principally because of evidence
that the MT complex responds more strongly to coherent global
motion than to incoherent motion, whereas V1 responds equally
well or better to incoherent motion (Rees et al., 2000; Braddick et
al., 2001; Helfrich et al., 2013).

In macaques, MT receives input from V1, not only through a
direct connection, but also indirectly via V2 and V3, which both
project to MT (Felleman et al., 1997; Gattass et al., 1997). It has
long been known that a significant minority of neurons in both
V2 and V3 are direction sensitive (e.g., Zeki, 1978; Van Essen and
Zeki, 1978). Indeed, Gegenfurtner et al. (1997) reported that V3
is more direction sensitive than its afferent input, suggesting that
direction selectivity may be generated there de novo. Moreover,
several physiological properties of V2 and V3 other than direc-
tion sensitivity are reminiscent of the properties of neurons in
MT and are therefore suggestive of motion processing. V2 neu-
rons respond, on average, to lower spatial frequencies than V1
neurons and are more tuned for temporal frequency (Foster et al.,
1985). V3 neurons respond to lower spatial and higher temporal
frequencies than even V2 (Gegenfurtner et al., 1997). V3 also has
much higher contrast sensitivity than either V1 or V2, in this
respect resembling MT (Gegenfurtner et al., 1997). V2 and V3
both project to, among others, V6 (Colby et al., 1988), which is
strongly specialized for motion processing (Pitzalis et al., 2013a).

When the properties of macaque V2 and V3 are considered, it
becomes likely that the notion of a simple linear processing hier-
archy (V1¡MT¡MST and beyond) for motion may be simplis-
tic. Specifically, with their larger receptive fields relative to V1 and
their motion sensitivity, V2 and V3 may have an important role
in processing global motion based on local motion signals from
V1. Here, we test this possibility in the human brain by examining
the extent to which V2 and V3 are able to signal global motion
direction. For comparison, we apply the same methods to V1,
hMT, and also several higher visual areas (hMST, pVIP, V6, and
CSv) that are thought to be involved in processing optic flow
during locomotion.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Five healthy volunteers took part (three male). Each was
scanned on four occasions. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vi-
sion. They were screened for MRI contraindications according to stan-
dard procedures and written consent was obtained. The procedure was
approved by the relevant local research ethics committee.

Stimuli. Computer-generated visual stimuli were projected by an LCD
projector onto a rear-projection screen at the end of the scanner bore and
were viewed via a mirror mounted on the head coil, giving an image of
�25 � 20° visual angle. The stimuli were created using a combination
of OpenGL, MATLAB (MathWorks), ASF (Schwarzbach, 2011), and
Psychtoolbox-3 (Brainard, 1997).

In the main experiment, the stimuli were random-dot kinematograms
and were designed to allow global motion direction to be manipulated
without altering the balance of local motion directions. In principle, this
permits the mechanisms of global motion integration to be isolated, but
creating such a stimulus poses a significant challenge because global mo-
tion direction arises entirely from the population of local directions so it
is hard to change one without changing the other. The most widely used
global motion stimulus contains random dots of two types: signal dots
that have a common direction (defining the global direction) and noise
dots that have random directions (Newsome and Paré, 1988). This stim-
ulus permits parametric manipulation of signal strength and has proved
a powerful tool for examining global motion sensitivity in both physio-
logical and psychophysical contexts. However, it is not well suited to the

exploration of global motion sensitivity based on multivoxel pattern
analysis (MVPA) of fMRI data. This is because when the direction of
global motion (signal direction) is changed, there is a concomitant
change in the distribution of local motion directions: a bias in one direc-
tion is replaced by a bias in a different direction. If responses to two global
motion directions are successfully decoded, it is impossible to know
whether decoding was based on the change in global direction per se or on
the change in the preponderant local direction. Therefore, decoding
would not necessarily indicate that local directions have been integrated
over space. An alternative stimulus (Williams and Sekuler, 1984) has no
noise dots, but instead uses a rectangular distribution of dot directions
centered on the global motion direction. Again, when global direction is
changed, there is a correspondingly large change to the distribution of
local dot directions and this could account for decoding performance.
No satisfactory solution to this problem has been found previously. We
have developed a novel approach that fully solves the problem, albeit only
for stimuli in which global motion is weak.

The stimuli consisted of a circular patch (10° diameter) containing 300
high-contrast white dots (each 0.3° diameter, approximate luminance
700 cd/m 2) on a dark background. The dots were initially positioned
randomly. Each dot moved along an axis that was chosen randomly but
remained constant throughout a 15 s stimulus block (see “Design”). The
axis was chosen independently for each dot and all possible direction axes
were represented with equal probability (Fig. 1). Each dot moved along
the selected axis for 500 ms, then reversed direction for 500 ms, reversed
again, and so on, resulting in oscillation back and forth over a short
distance. If the temporal phase of oscillation of each dot were assigned
randomly, then this stimulus would appear as chaotic motion with no
global direction, but by synchronizing the temporal phase, global motion
could be created based on the fact that the brain pools instantaneous local
directions over a wide range to extract the overall global motion (Wil-
liams and Sekuler, 1984).

There were two versions of the stimulus, Class 1 and Class 2. These
provided two classes for decoding with MVPA. Both had the same set of
local motion oscillations, with all directions represented. The construc-
tion of the stimuli is illustrated in Figure 1. All dots reversed their direc-
tions synchronously. Each could take either of two temporal phases,
determined by its motion axis, as follows. In a scheme where 0° is up-
ward, 90° is rightward, 180° downward, and 270° leftward, each dot was
assigned a “forward” motion direction between 0° and 180°. The “re-
verse” direction was opposite this value; that is, between 180° and 360°.
Each dot was nominally given one of two labels according to the axis of
motion that had been randomly assigned to it. Those dots with forward
directions between 0° and 90° were considered type A for the purpose of
assigning their phases and the remainder (90°–180°) were considered
type B. Stimulus classes 1 and 2 differed as follows. In Class 1, each dot
moved alternately in its allocated forward and reverse directions for 500
ms each, all dots moving forward at the same time. This caused the range
of dot directions in the stimulus to alternate between 0° and 180° (for 500
ms) and 180°–360° (for 500 ms). This appeared as noisy global motion
that alternated between rightward (90°, the mean of the 0°–180° range)
and leftward (270°, the mean of the 180°–360° range). Class 2 was derived
from Class 1 and comprised exactly the same set of dots, dot positions,
and motion directions. However, for all type B dots, the temporal phase
of oscillating motion was reversed with respect to the type A dots (when
A is in the forward phase, B is in the reverse phase and vice versa). The
effect of this manipulation is that the range of directions was 90°–270° in
one phase and 270°–90° (through 0°) in the other. Global motion was
perceived that alternated between downward in one phase and upward in
the other. Therefore, the same set of local dot motions could yield either
vertical or horizontal global motion. Because of the wide (180°) range of
directions, global motion was very noisy and quite weak, but was discern-
able. Psychophysical testing showed that naive observers who judged
whether global motion was horizontal or vertical achieved an average of
82% correct (n � 5 observers) when presented with 100 examples of such
stimuli with no prior practice. Movie 1 illustrates the construction of the
stimuli and Movie 2 shows the stimuli.

Global motion here means the integration of local motion signals over
space such as to extract an overall trend in a large, spatially noisy stimu-
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lus. The purpose of our experiment was to test whether visual areas V2
and V3 are capable of this type of spatial integration. As indicated earlier,
the rationale for using the particular stimuli described relates to a key
problem of MVPA: that the stimulus classes may all too easily differ in
more than one respect, in which case it is impossible to know which
difference provides the basis for decoding. The experimental paradigm
used here relies on temporal integration of BOLD signals over many
stimulus cycles (see “Design”) to obtain a response that reflects equal
contributions from all possible local directions. The stimulus alternation
cycle is fast (1 Hz) relative to the notoriously sluggish BOLD response
(time to peak �6 s), so responses to successive 0.5 s presentations of the
opposite global directions in each stimulus are integrated. Moreover,
because the BOLD response is modeled as the response to many stimulus
alternations, temporal integration will occur even if BOLD does follow
the alternations to some extent. Therefore, the BOLD response averages
the 180° range of local directions presented during one 0.5 s phase of the
alternation with the remaining 180°, presented during the other phase,

giving integration over 360°. Global motion signals are also temporally
integrated by the BOLD signal, but only for the two directions along a
single axis. This axis differs between the two stimulus classes, whereas the
range of local directions contributing to BOLD does not differ (360° in
both cases). Indeed, each individual dot oscillates back and forth along a
random axis that is the same in both classes, so the stimuli are matched
dot-for-dot at the local level. Therefore, at the expense of evoking only
weak global motion perception, our stimuli ensure that, if the BOLD
responses to the two classes can be decoded (distinguished), then it must
be on the basis of global motion, not local motion.

There is one other stimulus quality that could in principle provide a
basis for decoding. This is the difference between the temporal direction-
reversal phases of Type A dots and Type B dots. It is extremely difficult to
imagine that the brain might detect and encode this difference. Because
dots are allocated to Types A and B arbitrarily, they are spatially inter-
mingled. Each set contains all directions, so A and B cannot be identified
in terms of directions present. To decode the stimuli based on temporal
phase, it would be necessary to group together the set of dots that move
on axes between the 0°–180° axis and the 90°–270° axis and encode their
phase, group the set of dots moving on axes between 90° and 180° and
270°–360° and encode their phase, then detect that the relationship be-
tween these phases differs between Class 1 and Class 2 (the stimuli to be
decoded). Some neurons would need to respond preferentially to one of
these arbitrary phase combinations and other neurons to the other. This
seems highly improbable.

It may be useful to reiterate why this rather elaborate stimulus scheme
is necessary. If conventional motion coherence stimuli were used, then a
set of “signal” dots with a common direction would be presented among

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the construction of the stimuli. Each dot had a
random position and a random axis of motion (double arrow). It oscillated back and forth along
this axis, reversing every 500 ms. All dots oscillated in synchrony, moving together in the
directions shown by the solid arrows and then back in the directions shown by the broken
arrows. Top, Class 1: the dots all have “forward” directions (solid arrow) in the range upward–
rightward– downward (0°–180°) and “reverse” directions in the range downward–leftward–
upward (180°–360°). The overall stimulus yields global motion alternately rightward and
leftward. Each dot is labeled A or B according to whether its “forward” direction falls between 0°
(up) and 90° (right) or between 90° and 180° (down). Bottom, Class 2: the dots have the same
positions and motion axes as in Class 1, but half of them differ in oscillation phase. All of those
marked A have the same phase as in Class 1. Those marked B have reversed phases (solid and
broken arrows flipped). Again, dots move together in the direction of the forward arrow and
then reverse. This yields global motion that alternates between upward and downward. There-
fore, the two classes have exactly the same set of dots and are perfectly balanced at the local
level, but yield orthogonal global motions.

Movie 1. Pictorial representation of the construction of the stimuli.
Horizontal and vertical global motion are represented in the left and
right panels, respectively. In the left panel, four dots are shown. Each
has a random start location and moves back and forth along a randomly
chosen axis. Dot motion is timed such that the horizontal component of
motion is the same (either leftward or rightward) for all dots at any
given moment. The vertical component is not the same for all dots; two of the dots (shown in
yellow) have upward components when the other two (blue) have downward components and
vice versa. The colors are for illustration only; in the experiment, all dots were white. In the right
panel, the first frame is identical to the first frame of the left panel and therefore contains the
same four dots. Each dot moves along the same axis as in the left panel. Those shown in blue
move in the same phase as in the left panel; that is, their movement is identical. However, those
shown in yellow move on the same axis as in the left panel but with the opposite temporal
phase: when they have a downward component in the left panel, they have an upward com-
ponent in the right panel and vice versa. The result is that all four dots have the same vertical
component (up or down) at any given moment, but the horizontal components are opposite for
blue and yellow dots. In summary, the two panels have exactly the same dots at the same
locations, moving on the same axes, but differ in the temporal phase of half the dots. One
temporal cycle is shown, but the movie may be looped to give continuous back-and-forth
motion.
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“noise” dots having random directions. The two classes would have dif-
ferent signal directions, vertical and horizontal. In each case, the signal
dots create a bias in the distribution of local motion directions and this
bias covaries with global motion direction. It would not be possible to
know whether decoding was truly based on global motion direction or
instead reflected the predominant local dot direction. Whereas, in
MVPA with standard coherent dot stimuli, classification performance
might reflect the differences in either global or local motion, in our
experiment, it is impossible to decode local dot direction inadvertently.

Design. Throughout each scan run, lasting �5 min, participants fix-
ated centrally. To divert attention from the motion stimuli and maintain
a constant attentional state, a demanding letter identification task was
performed at fixation. A continuous random letter stream appeared, the
letter changing at 2 Hz. Moving dots were masked off immediately around
the letter to avoid overlap. The participant searched the stream for the oc-
currence of the letter “E.” On seeing “E,” they incremented a mental count
and reported the final count verbally at the end of the scan run.

Each oscillating motion stimulus lasted for 15 s. Stimulus blocks were
separated by 7.5 s blocks in which there was no stimulus other than the
fixation task. Each scan run contained 12 stimulus blocks that alternated
between Class A (horizontal global motion) and Class B (vertical global
motion). At the beginning of each block, a new set of random dot posi-
tions and motion axes was generated and used throughout the block.
Each run commenced and ended with a 15 s period with no stimulus
except fixation. Each participant completed eight runs, giving 48 blocks
of each class in total.

Data acquisition. Data were acquired with a 3 T Siemens TIM Trio MR
scanner with a 32-channel array head coil. Functional images were ac-
quired with T2* weighted gradient-recalled echoplanar imaging (EPI)
sequence (31 slices, TR 2500 ms, TE 31 ms, flip angle 85°, voxel size 2.5
mm isotropic). Parallel imaging (GRAPPA, acceleration factor 2) was
used. In each scan session (see below), structural data were acquired
using a T1-weighted 3D anatomical scan (MPRAGE; Siemens; TR 1830
ms, TE 5.56 ms, flip angle 11°, resolution 1 � 1 � 1 mm).

Eye movement recording. Eye position was continuously monitored
with infrared video photography. The image from a camera positioned
close to the left eye (Nordic NeuroLab) was fed to pupil-detection soft-

ware (Arrington) and x/y position was sampled at 60 Hz. A short calibra-
tion run, in which eye movements of known size were made, was
conducted at the beginning of the experiment and again at the end.

Functional localizers. Functional data were analyzed in terms of mean
activity across all the voxels within each of a number of visual areas
defined on the basis of separate localizer scans. Each participant was
scanned on four occasions, once for the main experiment and three times
for visual localizers. On one occasion, hMT and hMST were defined
based on a standard method (Dukelow et al., 2001; Huk et al., 2002). A
circular patch of dots (8° diameter) was presented with its center placed
10° to the left or right of fixation. Blocks of 15 s in which the dots were
static were alternated with blocks of 15 s in which the dots moved alter-
nately inward and outward along the radial axes, creating alternating
contraction and expansion. Sixteen blocks (eight static and eight mov-
ing) were presented in each scan run; one run was completed with the
stimulus on the left and another with it on the right. With this procedure,
two regions that have been called hMT and hMST can be differentiated in
terms of the absence or presence, respectively, of ipsilateral drive. It is
likely that “hMST” comprises two or more regions that respond to mo-
tion and have large receptive fields, but further refinement requires de-
manding high-resolution mapping techniques (Kolster et al., 2010) that
are beyond the scope of this study. In the same session, a 3D anatomical
scan with high contrast between gray and white matter (MDEFT; Deich-
mann et al., 2004) was acquired for use in retinotopic mapping.

On another occasion, occipital areas V1, V2, V3, and V3A were iden-
tified with a standard retinotopic mapping procedure using an 8 Hz
counterphasing checkerboard wedge stimulus (a 24° sector) of radius
12°. Check size was scaled by eccentricity in approximate accordance
with the cortical magnification factor. The wedge rotated clockwise at a
rate of 64 s/cycle and eight cycles were presented. This stimulus was
presented twice to each participant and the data from the two scan runs
were averaged.

A third localizer was used to identify areas hV6, pVIP, and CSv (Wall
and Smith, 2008; Cardin and Smith, 2010) This consisted of two time-
varying optic flow stimuli (light dots on a dark background). The first
was egomotion-compatible optic flow that cycled through spiral space to
simulate back-and-forth spiral motion of the observer. The second was
an egomotion-incompatible 3 � 3 array of similar spiral motions. Each
stimulus was presented for 3 s in an event-related design, with intertrial
intervals (ITIs) in which the screen was blank apart from a central fixa-
tion spot. The ITIs varied between 2 and 10 s, following a Poisson prob-
ability distribution. Each scan run had 32 trials (16 per condition)
presented in a pseudorandom order and lasted �5 min. Six such scan
runs were conducted. Participants were continuously engaged in a color-
counting task at fixation. Contrasting the activity elicited by these two
stimuli isolates regions (hV6, pVIP, and CSv) that favor egomotion-
compatible flow from those that respond well to any flow stimulus. CSv
is as originally defined in the human brain (Wall and Smith, 2008) and it
is unknown whether a counterpart exists in macaque brain. Area hV6
corresponds closely to human V6 of Pitzalis et al. (2006) and it seems
likely that it has functions and connections that are similar to macaque
V6 (Pitzalis et al., 2013a). The status of pVIP (putative VIP) is less certain.
It appears to be the same region as human VIP of Bremmer et al. (2001),
who suggested that it may be homologous with macaque VIP. It is pos-
sible that pVIP corresponds to IPS4 of Swisher et al. (2007) or IPS5 of
Konen et al. (2008).

Data analysis. Data were analyzed using Brain Voyager QX 2.3 (Brain-
Innovation), MATLAB (The MathWorks), and R (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing). The first two volumes of each run were dis-
carded. Three-dimensional motion correction and slice time correction
were performed. The data were temporally high-pass filtered at 3 cycles/
run (�0.01 Hz). The preprocessed EPI scans were then coregistered with
the anatomy. Finally, both functional and anatomical data were aligned
into AC–PC space. The preprocessed data were analyzed within the gen-
eral linear model (GLM) separately for each participant.

For the localizers, each motion condition was modeled separately,
with a regressor formed by convolving the stimulus time course with a
canonical hemodynamic impulse response function (HRF) and then
scaling to unity. Head motion regressors were also included. For the

Movie 2. Examples of global motion stimuli constructed on the prin-
cipal of Movie 1. Again, the left and right panels show horizontal and
vertical global motion, respectively. When many dots with random mo-
tion axes are drawn and move according to the rule described, the over-
all (global) motion in the left panel is horizontal even though local dot
directions span the full 360° range. In the right panel, global motion is
vertical. The movie may be looped to give continuous back-and-forth global motion. Global
motion is noisy and weak. When the movie is viewed directly, global motion may be difficult to
see because of the distracting effect of individual dots: each panel contains both vertically and
horizontally moving dots (along with all other axes). Global motion may become more obvious
by fixating some way above or below the movie to place the movie in the visual periphery.
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retinotopic mapping data, the temporal phase of the response to the
rotating wedge at each voxel was obtained by fitting a model to the time
series. Phases were superimposed as colors on a segmented and flattened
representation of the gray matter derived from the MDEFT scan. Phase
was taken as an indicator of visual field position in terms of polar angle
and the boundaries of V1, V2, V3, and V3A were drawn by eye using
conventional criteria. The hMST localizer data were analyzed by fitting a
model and the results were superimposed on the flattened gray matter
representation as a t-map. hMST was defined as a cluster of voxels at the
expected location that responded significantly to ipsilateral motion
(Smith et al., 2006). For the third localizer, to localize CSv, hV6, and
pVIP, separate regressors were fitted to the blocks of the two types (single
motion patch vs nine patches) according to a standard procedure devel-
oped in our laboratory (Wall and Smith, 2008; Cardin and Smith, 2010)
in which a cluster of voxels that was significantly more strongly activated
by egomotion-compatible than egomotion-incompatible motion was
identified in each of three expected locations.

The multivariate analysis was based on ex-
emplars that consisted of � values (effect sizes)
from GLM analysis conducted as above. The
preprocessed time courses at each voxel were
averaged across runs. MVPA was then per-
formed on the � values derived from these av-
eraged time courses. Inclusion of voxels as
features in the MVPA was based on the ROIs
and a separate analysis was performed for each
ROI. A limitation of this approach is that small
visual areas such as pVIP and hV6 may contain
as few as 15–20 functional voxels, whereas
MVPA requires a larger number of features
(voxels) to be efficient. To ameliorate this
problem, data were combined across partici-
pants before MVPA analysis (Brouwer and
Heeger, 2009; Furlan et al., 2014). For each vi-
sual area, decoding performance was assessed
as follows. An estimate of the response at every
voxel was obtained by fitting a GLM that in-
cluded a regressor to model the trial response,
obtained by convolving a box-car function
representing the stimulus timing with the HRF.
Separate regressors modeled horizontal and
vertical global motion. The resulting � values
were normalized to remove any overall difference between the two classes
and then used as response values (exemplars) for the two stimuli. Decod-
ing performance was examined for each ROI as a function of the number
of features included, by progressively including more voxels, selected
randomly, and repeating the analysis. For each sample size, the analysis
was repeated 100 times with a different random selection of voxels and
the resulting decoding performances were averaged. In the main analysis
(see Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8), voxels were selected from the overall pool
without regard for participant of origin to ensure that the largest possible
number of voxels could be included. In a second analysis (see Fig. 9), they
were selected such that the same number was taken from each participant
as a check that all participants contributed equally to the results.

For each MVPA analysis, a subset of observations was used to train the
classifier, which was a support vector machine (SVM) with a linear
kernel. The SVM was trained to identify the optimal separating bound-
ary (hyperplane) between the two Classes. A “leave-one-out” method
was used. Of the eight scans, seven were used for training and the eighth
was used for testing. This was repeated eight times, leaving out each run
in turn, and the eight performances were averaged. Finally, for each ROI,
the hypothesis that the classification accuracy was different from chance
level was tested by comparing it against the test accuracy on the same
dataset after having randomly permuted (shuffled) the labels, which
should produce chance-level accuracies with a similar variance to the
main analysis. A thousand such analyses were performed with different
random permutations, using the same leave-one-out method, giving
1000 performance estimates per permutation. The 95 th percentile of the
distribution of permuted performance results (typically in the range 60 –

65% correct) was taken as a critical value for regarding unpermuted
performance values as significantly above chance. GLM analysis was per-
formed with BrainVoyager and all analyses beyond GLM (merging the
ROIs, voxel selection, SVM classification) were performed with MAT-
LAB (The MathWorks) using the LIBSVM library for SVMs (Chang and
Lin, 2011).

Results
Localizers
All cortical ROIs were successfully defined in both hemispheres
of each participant. Their locations are very similar to previous
studies that used the same localizer methodology and are shown
in Table 1. The locations of V1, V2, and V3, the regions of central
interest in this study, are illustrated as colored overlays on the
medial surface of the occipital cortex in Figure 2.

Decoding global motion direction
The ability of the SVM to decode (predict) which class a given
stimulus belonged to is shown separately for each visual area
examined as a function of the number of voxels included in the
analysis in Figures 3, 4, and 5. Also shown for each area are chance
performance (50%) and a p � 0.05 significance level based on
permutation testing in the relevant visual area.

Figure 3, left, shows the result for hMT, which provides a
comparison for all other areas studied. If a cortical region is sen-
sitive to global motion direction, then it is expected that decoding

Figure 2. Medial posterior views of the “inflated” right hemispheres of the participants showing the locations of V1 (yellow), V2
(red), and V3 (orange). V2d and V3d are distinguished from V2v and V3v by the use of more saturated colors. The regions marked
are the ROIs used in the study, as identified by retinotopic mapping, and exclude the representation of the far periphery of the visual
field anteriorly and also the foveal representation at the occipital pole.

Table 1. Mean location (Talairach coordinates of centroid) of each cortical region
studied shown separately for the left and right hemispheres

Location (left) Location (right)

V1d �8 �92 �2 9 �94 �2
V1v �7 �85 �7 8 �84 �8
V2d �13 �99 2 12 �97 4
V2v �12 �84 �10 13 �82 �10
V3d �19 �97 2 19 �94 7
V3v �20 �80 �10 18 �79 �9
hMT �42 �73 1 42 �73 1
hMST �41 �66 2 43 �67 2
V3A �17 �90 13 25 �88 17
CSv �10 �32 37 10 �28 37
pVIP �26 �56 50 28 �55 50
V6 �14 �83 23 15 �80 25

The centroid coordinates were extracted with the algorithm provided by BrainVoyager.
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performance will build rapidly as the number of exemplars (vox-
els) is increased and then stabilize at a high level. This pattern is
clearly evident in hMT. Decoding performance reaches �90%
accuracy for higher voxel numbers, indicating strong sensitivity

to global motion direction. Also shown in Figure 3 are the results
for hMST, which is presumed, by analogy with macaques, to
receive strong inputs from hMT, and V3A, which is also thought
to be strongly motion sensitive (Huk and Heeger, 2000; Fischer et

Figure 3. Decoding performance for three visual areas defined with independent localizer scans, hMT, hMST, and V3A, as a function of the number of voxels (features) included in an MVPA
analysis. Each point is the mean performance from 100 random voxel selections of the size shown on the abscissa. The total number of available voxels is shown in the bottom left of each panel. Also
shown are chance decoding performance (dashed line) and the performance level that is significantly above chance at p � 0.05 derived by permutation testing (dotted line).

Figure 4. Decoding performance for visual areas CSv, pVIP, and hV6 shown in the same way as in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Decoding performance for visual areas V1, V2, and V3 shown in the same way as in Figures 3 and 4. In the case of V3, performance is shown separately for the dorsal (lower visual field)
and ventral (upper visual field) portions.
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al., 2012) and has been reported to re-
spond more strongly to coherent than
noisy motion (Braddick et al., 2001). In
these regions, performance reaches
�80% (MST) or 85% (V3A) for large
voxel samples, again suggesting signifi-
cant sensitivity to global motion direc-
tion. Figure 4 shows results for three
regions that are strongly associated with
optic flow related to self-motion, namely
CSv, pVIP, and hV6. As might be ex-
pected, all three show good sensitivity to
direction of global motion. Decoding per-
formance reaches 90% in CSv and �80%
in V6 and pVIP, well above the criterion
for statistical significance.

The key results of the study, decoding
performance for V1, V2, and V3, are
shown in Figure 5. In the case of V1, per-
formance is at chance level, as expected.
However, in V2, a clear trend emerges.
Performance reaches �70%, significantly
above chance at p � 0.05 for the largest voxel samples. In V3,
surprisingly, global motion direction could be decoded very ro-
bustly. The results were computed separately for the dorsal (V3d)
and ventral (V3v) portions of V3 (in view of a long-standing
debate about whether the two halves of macaque V3 have the
same properties; see Discussion) and are shown superimposed.
Performance in V3 reaches �85% overall and is similar in the two
subregions, although slightly greater in V3d than in V3v.

Strictly speaking, it is the axis, not the direction, of global
motion that is decoded in our analysis. However, in general, neu-
rons in primate visual cortex that are motion sensitive respond
much more strongly to one direction of motion along the pre-
ferred axis than the other. In some cases, motion in the nonpre-
ferred direction even results in suppression. However, neurons
also exist that respond well to either direction along one axis but
not to motion on other axes. If the human brain is similar to
nonhuman primates in this regard, it is likely that such bidirec-
tional axis-specific responses contribute to decoding perfor-
mance, but probable that decoding more strongly reflects
direction-specific responses. Moreover, when global motion is
considered from a functional perspective, it is easy to see the value
of combining direction-specific outputs to yield global motion
direction, but harder to see the utility of computing global axis of
motion with no direction label. We therefore speak of decoding
global direction, even though decoding axis of motion would
more accurately describe our analysis, because in our view it re-
flects better the likely underlying physiology.

Figure 5 suggests strongly increasing global motion sensitivity
from V1 to V2 and again from V2 to V3. However, decoding
performance is known to depend strongly on the magnitude of
the signals being decoded (Smith et al., 2011). This makes it dif-
ficult to make reliable quantitative comparisons across different
brain regions. To facilitate interpretation, we extracted the vox-
elwise response magnitude (� weights from the GLM), averaged
across the voxels used for decoding in each visual area. Figure 6
shows these magnitudes, separately for each region, based on the
maximum number of voxels used (250). Areas V1, V2, and V3
elicited responses of similar magnitude, so the comparison
among them is probably fair and the increase in sensitivity to
global motion from V1 to V2 and from V2 to V3 is probably real.
As has been noted in some previous fMRI studies of visual mo-

tion, responses were substantially smaller in hMT and hMST
than in V1–V3. Decoding performance (for a given degree of
neural specificity) scales with response amplitude (Smith et al.,
2011). Therefore, the numerically superior decoding perfor-
mance in hMT and hMST relative to V1–V3 occurs despite much
smaller signals, so it may reflect a much greater difference in
neural specificity than comparison of Figures 3 and 5 suggests. Sim-
ilarly, it should be noted that some of the visual areas where decoding
performance was best also showed the weakest responses in terms of
amplitude, suggesting a very high level of neural sensitivity to global
motion in these areas even compared with hMT and hMST. Most
strikingly, in CSv, the mean amplitude of the response across all
voxels was low, yet decoding was highly robust. This is quite remark-
able: CSv shows the highest decoding performance of any area
(jointly with hMT) and this is achieved despite being based on the
smallest signal. Areas pVIP and V6 also have high decoding perfor-
mance in relation to response amplitude, suggesting a high degree of
global motion specificity.

Another way to evaluate the results is to take only the largest
voxel sample (end point of plots in Figs. 3, 4, and 5) and consider
the distribution of probability values obtained when decoding
performance for samples of this size is compared by t test with
performance in permutation tests. Strong decoding performance
should be reflected in the p values clustering at low (significant)
values. The results of such an analysis are shown in Figure 7. For
each visual area, 250 voxels were selected randomly. Decoding
performance was evaluated for this sample with correct and ran-
domly permuted labels. This was repeated 1000 times with a dif-
ferent random sample of 250 voxels and a different permutation
each time, yielding a total of 1000 p-values. Figure 7 shows that
clustering at low p-values is evident in all areas except V1. It is
strongest in CSv and hMT, followed by V3A. Crucially, it clearly
occurs in both V2 and V3. The clustering is quantified in Figure 8,
which shows the mean p-value for each area along with the pro-
portion of p-values that are �0.05. The results considered in this
way are consistent with the raw decoding performances shown in
Figures 3, 4, and 5. Again, however, quantitative comparison
across areas is not strictly appropriate and the ordering of visual
areas in this figure is only indicative.

The voxel samples used for MVPA were selected randomly
from the available pool without regard for the participant of

Figure 6. Mean amplitude, expressed as � values from a standard (univariate) regression analysis, of the BOLD response to the
stimuli (both classes combined) shown separately for each visual area examined. In each case, amplitude is the average from the
100 samples of 250 voxels used in the MVPA analysis shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
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origin. Because the size of a given ROI inevitably varies among
participants, this means that the participants did not contribute
equal numbers of voxels to the analyses. It is therefore important
to check that the results shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5 were not
driven by one or two atypical participants. To do this, we repeated
the entire analysis with the additional constraint that all partici-
pants contributed equally. Voxels were again selected randomly
independently for each iteration. This constraint meant that the
maximum number of voxels that could be used was that available
from the participant with the smallest ROI. For large ROIs such as
V1, this constraint was easily accommodated, but for small areas,
it was more severe, most notably in pVIP. The results of this
refined MVPA analysis are shown in Figure 9 for all nine visual
regions examined. In every case, the results are consistent with
the full analysis shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, demonstrating that
the results do not reflect a small number of rogue participants. As
a further check for consistency of performance across partici-
pants, we conducted analyses based on data for each individual
participant for the crucial areas (V2 and V3), together with V1 for
comparison. In these relatively large areas, there were sufficient
voxels to support such analyses. The results are shown in Figure
10. Decoding performance is similar to that obtained with pooled
data (Fig. 5) and the variance across participants is satisfactory.

Finally, it is essential to establish that the decoding perfor-
mance that we obtained was not based on differences in eye
movements between conditions. If participants tracked the
global motion, then the eyes would move primarily horizontally
in one condition and vertically in the other. Any brain region that
is influenced by eye movements might then appear to decode
global motion direction when actually decoding eye movement
direction. To test this possibility, we computed and compared the
variances of horizontal and vertical eye position after editing the
eye traces to remove blinks and occasional saccades away from
fixation. Good traces could not always be obtained and measure-
ments were based only on periods when the quality was high, so
small following eye movements would not be obscured by
instability of the pupil measurement. The variance of eye po-
sition was low, indicating that fixation was generally very
good. Table 2 shows the breakdown for vertical and horizontal
eye position during vertical and horizontal global motion.
Also shown for comparison is the variance during ITIs when
no motion was present. The four values obtained during mo-
tion presentation are similar to each other and to the values
obtained with no motion. There is a reversal of the direction of
the difference between the two motion conditions, but the
differences are very small and variance is greater for eye move-
ment orthogonal to global motion than parallel to it: the
opposite of the expected pattern due to following eye move-
ments. We conclude that there were no detectable following
movements and that decoding must have been based on the
stimulus itself.

Discussion
In this study, sensitivity to direction of global motion was exam-
ined by perfectly balancing local motion across stimuli that had
different global directions, then conducting MVPA on the BOLD
responses that they elicited. The principal purpose of the study
was to test the existence of a previously overlooked role of V2 and
V3 in encoding global motion.

Figure 7. Results of an analysis in which decoding performance (based on 250 voxels) in
each visual area was compared with performance in the same sample when the labels (vertical
or horizontal global motion) associated with the exemplars (stimulus presentations) were per-
muted randomly. Each panel is a frequency plot showing binned p-values (only values up to 0.5
are shown) from 1000 t tests; clustering at low values indicates strong sensitivity to global
motion direction.

Figure 8. Summary statistics from the analysis shown in Figure 7. For each visual area, the
median probability ( p) value from 1000 t tests is shown (top), together with the proportion of t
tests in which p was � 0.05 (bottom).
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Global motion direction could not be decoded from responses
in V1. Neurons in the LGN are not direction sensitive in ma-
caques and are not thought to be so in humans. Therefore, V1 is
the first visual region with direction-sensitive neurons and is the
site of initial local motion detection. Global motion perception is
thought to arise by subsequent integration of local motion signals
arising in V1. Many psychophysical studies have characterized
this process (Hiris and Blake, 1995; Burr et al., 1998; Edwards and
Badcock, 1998; Smith et al., 1999) and physiological studies have
demonstrated and characterized integration of local motion sig-
nals in MT neurons (Newsome et al., 1989; Britten et al., 1993). In
a two-stage scheme of this kind, global motion sensitivity is not
expected in V1 and was not found. In contrast, strong evidence of
global motion sensitivity was found in hMT, consistent with ex-
pectations. The striking feature of our results is that global mo-

tion direction could be decoded in V3 and even, albeit more
weakly, V2 (Fig. 5). Superficially, this is surprising, because even
local motion sensitivity is not particularly strongly associated
with V2 or V3. In macaques, direction-sensitive neurons are
found in both regions, but most reports suggest that they exist
only in similar proportions to V1, on average, �10 –15% depend-
ing on the study and measurement method (e.g., Zeki, 1978; Van
Essen and Zeki, 1978; Baizer, 1982), giving no reason to think that
either area is specialized for motion processing. Some studies
have suggested higher proportions of direction selectivity in V2
and V3. For example, Foster et al. (1985) reported that 38% of
cells are direction selective in macaque V2 compared with 20% in
V1, while Felleman et al. (1987) and Gegenfurtner et al. (1997)
both reported that �40% of cells are direction sensitive in V3. In
view of these physiological studies, we might expect to be able to
decode local motion direction in V2 and V3 (as has been demon-
strated in humans; Kamitani and Tong, 2006; Hogendoorn and
Verstraten, 2013). However, V2 and V3 seem unlikely locations
for the extraction of global direction from directionally noisy
local motion signals. Despite multiple reports of sensitivity in
macaque V2/V3 to the direction of rigidly moving stimuli, we
know of no evidence of the kind that exists in MT (Newsome et
al., 1989) for spatial integration of disparate directions. Gegen-
furtner et al. (1997) has shown that some V3 cells show “pattern”

Figure 9. Decoding performance for all visual areas examined taken from a supplementary analysis in which the participants contributed equal numbers of voxels to any given analysis.

Figure 10. Decoding performance for V1, V2, and V3 from a supplementary analysis in which global motion was decoded separately in each participant and the results averaged. Error bars show
�1 SEM.

Table 2. Stability (SD in degrees) of the x and y components of eye position during
horizontal and vertical global motion trials and during intertrial intervals

Eye stability

Horizontal Vertical

Horizontal global motion 0.28 0.32
Vertical global motion 0.36 0.27
No motion 0.29 0.32
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responses to plaids (which have spatially overlapping compo-
nents), but it appears that integration of direction signals across
space has not been examined physiologically in either V2 or V3 of
macaque.

The fact that we were able to decode the direction of global
motion from responses in human V2 and V3 allows us to specu-
late about how afferent signals are combined in V2 and V3. In
macaques, V2 and V3 receptive fields are built primarily from V1
afferents. In V2, receptive fields are larger than in V1 and, in V3,
they are larger still, as evidenced both in single-unit recording in
macaques (Gattass et al., 1981; Baizer, 1982; Gattass et al., 1988)
and in population RF estimates from fMRI in humans (Smith et
al., 2001; Harvey and Dumoulin, 2011). These larger receptive
fields presumably arise by combining inputs from V1 neurons
with slightly different receptive field centers. Spatial integration is
therefore a natural consequence. However, global motion sensi-
tivity does not automatically fall out of having large receptive
fields, but requires specific neural wiring. To preserve direction
selectivity, it is necessary for spatial pooling to be constrained to
specific subsets of neurons. Most fundamentally, the V1 afferents
to be combined must be drawn from the minority that are direc-
tion sensitive. To create narrow direction tuning, they must be
drawn from subsets with quite similar direction preferences. To
create global motion signals that are robust to large local varia-
tions, they must be drawn from broader subsets covering a range
of local directions (up to 180°). Our results suggest that the latter
process occurs in V2 and V3, as well as hMT. An alternative
possibility is that global motion sensitivity in V2 and V3 might
reflect feedback rather than feedforward connections.

Purpose of global motion processing in V2 and V3
It is likely that motion signals are refined in different ways in
different cortical areas. The most studied area in macaques is MT,
where motion energy signals are combined in specific ways for
specific purposes, including solving the aperture problem to give
specificity to “pattern direction,” as well as combining signals
over space. In MSTd, the emphasis is on extracting components
of optic flow. Most MSTd neurons respond best to specific com-
binations of expansion and rotation and many do so in a
position-invariant manner (Graziano et al., 1994; Lagae et al.,
1994). This clearly requires highly selective combination of in-
puts. Macaque VIP is in many ways similar to MSTd in terms of
visual response properties, having many flow-sensitive neurons
(Bremmer et al., 2002). Macaque V6 has also been associated with
optic flow arising from self-motion. However, V6 emphasizes
near-space and a recent review (Pitzalis et al., 2013a) suggests that
it may extract information about objects in the presence of flow
rather than signaling flow per se. Therefore, these macaque cor-
tical regions all respond to motion on a global scale, but probably
encode it for different purposes. The same applies to the human
cortical regions that we have studied. We have shown previously
that hV6, pVIP, and CSv are not only responsive to optic flow, but
selectively responsive to egomotion-compatible visual motion
(Wall and Smith, 2008; Cardin and Smith, 2010). Two of them,
hV6 and pVIP, may have properties similar to their putative
macaque counterparts. They respond well in fMRI studies to sus-
tained simulated self-motion in a constant direction (e.g., for-
ward motion). In contrast, CSv responds only weakly to such
stimuli, but appears to be specifically concerned with changes in
heading (Furlan et al., 2014). As in macaques, different motion-
sensitive regions may extract different types of global motion
information.

What, then, is the purpose of global motion processing in V2

and V3? There are few clues in the literature, which is limited
compared with that on V1 and focuses on a search for responses
properties not evident in V1. Properties proposed are typically
spatial rather than temporal. For example, Hegdé and Van Essen
(2000) report sensitivity to complex shapes in V2, while Merigan
et al. (1993) showed that macaque V2 lesions affect complex
spatial tasks such as detecting the orientation of a row of dots.
Although V2 and V3 project to MT in macaques, there is little
reason to think that they supply MT with global motion informa-
tion. Indeed, reversibly inactivating V2/V3 affects MT neurons
primarily in terms of their sensitivity to depth rather than motion
(Ponce et al., 2008; Ponce et al., 2011; Smolyanskaya et al., 2015).
Motion-sensitive neurons in V2 and V3 may therefore primarily
project elsewhere.

A possible destination for the global motion signals that we
have shown to be present in V2/V3 is area V6, which is highly
specialized for motion and appears to carry signals relating to
self-motion. Although there are anatomical connections between
MT and V6 in macaques (Galletti et al., 2001), it is not thought
that V6 derives its motion sensitivity from MT/MST. In humans,
hMT� and V6 have similar response latencies, suggesting that
they receive separate, parallel inputs from V1 and that V6 gener-
ates self-motion sensitivity de novo rather than inheriting it from
MT� (Pitzalis et al., 2013b). In macaques, a direct connection
between V1 and V6 has been demonstrated (Galletti et al., 2001),
adding plausibility to this suggestion. We suggest, however, that
the global motion sensitivity that is so characteristic of V6 in both
macaques and humans may not be generated primarily from V1
afferents, but may instead be based in large part on afferents from
V2 and V3. Galletti et al. (2001) showed that V6 connects strongly
with both V2 and V3, as well as V1, and, indeed, Shipp et al.
(1998) claimed that V6 connects to V2 and V3, but not V1. Earlier
tracer studies (Colby et al., 1988; Gattass et al., 1997) performed
before the delineation of V6 demonstrated connections between
V2/V3 and area PO, which corresponds loosely to V6. Colby et al.
(1988) claimed that V2 is the strongest source of visual input to
area PO. In view of the specialization of V6 for motion, it seems
likely that its V2/V3 afferents carry motion signals and plausible
that supplying V6 with global motion information may be the
purpose of the global motion sensitivity that we have demon-
strated in V2 and V3.
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